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OPTIMAL ELECTRIC PROPULSION ORBITAL TRANSFER VEHICLE DESIGN
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ABSTRACT reusable power bus (solar errays, power
processing unit, batteries, thermal
control system, tracking, telemetry,

A general methodology for the and command, and attitude control
optimization of the electric propulsion system) and a propulsion module (ion
orbital transfer vehicle (OTV) design thrusters, propellant feed system, and
was developed and programmed for propellant storage tanks). The power
computer calculations to allow bus remains in space while the
evaluation of a broad set technology propulsion module is detached after
and mission assumptions. Based on the each mission for servicing. The
OTV " Existence Equation" theory, a required electrical power could also be
computer code is then used to find the supplied by a nuclear reactor.
optimal design parameters for an OTV

operations from low earth orbit (LEO) There have been previous stadies
to geosynchronous orbit (GEO). to optimize the design of an EOTV

operating from LEO to GEO2,
3  

. The
present study extends the previous work
by focusing on the mission cost
analysis requied to make the reusable

INTRODUCTION OTV concept both technically and
economically feasible.

There already exists reliable
launch. systems to reach low orbit

(LEO), both in the Soviet Union and in FUNDAMENTAL RELATIONSIPS AND
the United States. At LEO the Soviet CHARACTERISTICS
Union maintains the Space Station
Complex Mir, which can provide a
stepping stone to higher orbits. The initial (launch) mass of an
However, there still remains the need electric propulsion orbital transfer
for an orbital transfer vehicle (OTV), vehicle is given by
that could transport payloads from .the
space station to higher orbits
significantly less expensive and m-m. m(l+ F) + m ()
operationally more flexible than PL P T TV

conventional stages.

where mL is the payload mass, mp is
Conventional wisdom employs a the propellant mass, byF is the

solid or liquid expendable upper stage tankage function, and rmO V  is the
that delivers the payload to its "constant mass" of the OTV. The
intended destination. However, mission constant OTV mass takes into account
cost using solid or liquid propulsion the power source ps ,power processor
is extremely high. It costs 10 times as mpp ,thrusters mT , structures
much to transfer a payload from LEO to S , and other subsystems mOs
GEO as to deliver it to LEO. By using

electric propulsion we hope to
sufficiently decrease the mission cost. mOTV mPS mpp +T+ms OS (2)

Several proposals for an orbital
transfer vehicle have been presented in The constant OTV mass is
the past. One of the most realistic proportional to the electric power
ones is a modular, ion-propelled OTV supplied to the thruster subsystem
investigated by Hermel, etc in 1986.
This modular OTV concept consists of a

mO TV =OT V NIN (3)
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wh .c 6~OTV i, the "'pecilfic m' : of th i, Eq. , , n r V , r-
fiOTJV" In othcr Lword., it s: the u F, t L,- - i voe li i ,
the sp-cific ma;es . of tie poi:..- b.;r in ,: .d f n,; c rbi s -nd (
s--ur- , po 4e procs;ln t t, t cD;i .1 inc r , ti c r, .
thrurttcr, - ond othor subsyst'tffi

M oro t .- r, foi n, r ea-th
' L--. tran:. s r ti -1 1: thoD t

0OTV =%pS+ OCpp +-OT + S O ') c i,g r- lat .d to the I tial
:c -1tatio rc throul]h quation

Thei thr LisI: proviri- j b, 2

electric propulsior, thr-ustor i -

2 NIN 00
p = 2Ni 

0

SISP AV

wheri-- ISP iE the spe.:i iL ;; . .- : T,-e p io- d ;o - ,--.:,. i n
thrust subsystem. C3 1 i i,. ... Er v is defined as ol) lows
gravitational constant, i
efficiency of the thrustr ; Y.-.

u p = PLELL = 1 - P TF

S TPP T '.-, r . OTV ard p ,r-e th (co nst I t il '
; ' , i, t.i cn -rnd prope '. I -

wher'e 7pp i the power :r.--. u .f ci-:icr,. respective1ly. These art
efficiency and is the thrLt-Li.--
efficiency. _ mo- OTV aW/

moTv oTV oW
The required prop-llnt fo:, ,iOTV m 2

any mission for constant spcr ' ic (12)
impulse thrust propulsion -system i. mp O
given by the Tsiolkovsky equation = -- -= T

AVm  = m o( 1 - ex p(- )) 7 )

mP expr ISP Insertinq these exprersions
into Eq. (11), one obtains

For a constant thrust
propulsion system, we define the

"trajectory-desigu function" S MOTV oW

mpL
1- n 2 W ("YTF) 

1 3 )

AVm= " (a , IspO0  f,T) (<)

where a0  is the initial thrust Classical optimazation
acceleration, T is transfer time, and theory optimizes MPL in terms of
0 0 , 0f are parameters dealing with the exhaust velosity and does not take
initial and final orbits, such as into consideration the cost of mission,
inclination, eccentricity, etc. For transfer trip time, and number of trips
near earth mission, the equivalent (OTV 1ifetime).
field free velocity increment, minimum
delta V, for very low acceleration
propulsion system is given by Edelbaum--
Lebedev's formula (after taking into OTV EXISTANCE EQUATION
account the desired correction su-ch i:;
pertubation effects, draq, gravity
losses, etc.)" Instead of optimizi.n the

a AV(0,0) pa/load n.ass fraction, let's introduce
AV AV(O0,o) the OnTV Existance Equation4, 5

. Rewritinq

[29 2/ 7A \) Eq. (I) as
= vo+v-2Vv, cos( )I

mPL- 0 - mp (1 + TF) -mO (TV

* The accuracy estimation of Eq. 9 ca n and dividing by mO V one arrive .--
be found in Ref. 5 OTV

2
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;;i ti; cI : thef tr r.I-fer time is

tm 2

""--_ MP ' rT9 I- exp(-9 )

OTV

Equation (15) is the CT'J
E: istnce- Equation and 6 i; r-f rre to
s ti e OVT payload par.-mtcIr. ;I, Th payload masi frrction i.

pa'yl-ad parameter multipli 1. y tnir -ciine-d follow .
specifjc mass of the OTV chi.s how in;i
kiloqiams of paylcoad per ovory i !o;l--
- F pwer that cn bo d 1-iv r- d f C)  

- T +( -exp(-

S 2 121)

LE--2-T (1-exp(-9y))

2 2rT tg t

-OTV OTV 2 
0 notr imitino i uti

St-ts for the ca-_fs in which the, trip
•:ionoi^ J.rifiitr. In this cas . (Fi .l 'i

Wi-en de:signing the OTV ii: i.L
niecesary to olve the E: i: ,tnc im
Equ.ation, or- :c determ.in a p..y id = (22)
param:.ter function PL T

From Eq. (19) it is possible
(:I T 0 00 T, ) (i'1 to find, that OTV payload ma-s is a
okf ,ISP' T, 0,0 t'O T TF( line , function of a trip time (fig. 2)

ROUND - TRIP MISSION

ONE - WAY EARTH MISSION

In the case of a round trip
mission, the mission parameters vector

In the case of a one-way becomes
mission, the mission parameters vector
is

SM(mPL, , 00, O,T) (23)

S _(mpL,
0 
,0 , T) (18) hnere m is the ratio of the payload

mass mret in the return leg of the trip
For near earth missions, T to the payload mass in the up leq muPpyt u l PL

and Q0 are related through Eq. 10 and T = Tp + Tret . Assuming that delta
minimum delta V is given by Edelbaum- Vup = delta Vret , the OTV Existence
Lebedev's formula. Thus, the ex:istence Equation becornme*
equation is simplified to

2 T [ 2TD

206 TV WK 2 &OTV W 2 (l-exp(- 2 y))

Swher TOTV

OTV * i The- ol tion of the E:.istance
Euation in form ;24) is not

i limiting trip timne ::iss -aihtforward ,nd can oe found in
ftr li., case of no- pv lod p = L, = . - . -

3
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where For specified initial mass

D=1l- (1 TF)(l-exp(-2y)) of OTV mo instead of (27) we have

In the case of no payload, mo
the limiting trip time is mi = (30)

TTVTUim 20
(25) REUSABLE FEATURE

x (1-exp(-29))
When designing the k-trip

OTV with specified lifetime 
rT instead

In addition we have of Eq. 13 total payload mass fraction

S -2 is defined as follows ( T )4

O60Tv
Tup 2

[I ( T)+ 1] (I-eP-y)) Z IV MPL
J PL o _

PL (2 31)

v PL=  P^+O " (I+ I-F)+ (  =

) p PT Band trip time

2T T= (32)

OJOTV 
K

The above analytic solution

of the existence equation are very

usefull for computer calculation to Performance for k-trip OTV
allow evaluation of a broad set of is indicated in Fig. 3,4. A greater
technology and mission assumptions number of round trips per vehicle with
without any iterations. specified lifetime It shows substantial

total payload disadvantages.

For example, when designing
EDTV project for specified mission

parameters vector Xm , it is easy to

find the constant OTV mass
OTV MISSIN ANALYSIS

mPL Comparison of the varions
m = - ,(27) OTV design was made on the basis of

owTV _(ISPT, 00,0 0,morTV,T) "delivery cost". It is defined as the
total life cycle cost in a particular
vehicle alternative in the delevery of

propelland mass the payload from the earth to its final
orbit (excluding the cost of the
payload itself), divided by the payload

(28) mass per trip. The life cycle cost was
mp = OTV calculated by taking the sum of the

development, procurement, launch,

operations costs and payload cost of

and the electric power supplied to the money associated with the mission time.
thruster subsystem For reusable vehicles, the hardware and

launch costs were amortized over the
total number of reuses.

S OTV (2?)

4
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The analysis of EOTV functeon versus the number of trips of

characteristics identified delivery a singl OTV k (the reuse number) for a

cost as functions of specific impulse defferent specific cost and mass of

ISp , trip time T, and number of trips K power source and "cost-lifetime"

(OTV lifetime). The reuse number was dependance (K=1 corresponds to

estimated by dividing the power source e::pendable OTV).

lifetime by the round trip time of each

flight. The additional feature here is

that technologies will progress in such

a way as to decrease the per unit cost SUMMARY

and specific mass of hardware for large

OTV and increase them for large

lifetime. A general methodology based

on the EOTV Existence Equation theory

The computer program "OTV" and mission studies, cost modeling, and

was developed to automatically optimize technology assessments was developed

the specific impulse and trip time for and computer code is then used to

fixed OTV lifetime (the reuse number) analyse the EOTV characteristics as

(Fig.5). The algorithm is disigned to functions of specific impulse, trip

consider an expendable and reusable OTV time, and reuse number.

scenarios.

Software provides the

evaluation of a broad set of technology

and mission assumptions. Comparison of REFRENCES

the varions EOTV design was made on the

basis of delivery cost.
1. Hermel,J.,etc. "Modular, Ion-

Software allows: Propelled, Orbit-Transfer Vehicle",

-to analyse the EOTV characteristics Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets, Vol.

as functions of specific implulse, trip 24, no. 5, p. 368.

time, and reuse number (OTV lifetime)
2. Orbit-Raising and Maneuvering

-to consider an expendable and Propulsion: Research status and Needs.

reusable OTV scenarios from low earth Ed. L.H.Caveny - Progress in

orbit and high earth orbit and moon Astronautics and Aeronautics, Vol. 89,

orbit AIAA, New York, 1984, p. 568.

-to take into account mass of the 3. Electric propulsion and its

payload per trip (or initial mass of application to space mission. Ed. R.C.

OTV) and the total number of trips OTV Finke - Progress in astronautics and

fleet as well as specific masses and aeronautics, Vol. 79, AIAA, New York,

costs, thruster efficiency, initial and 1982, p. 756.

final orbits parameters,etc.
4. Zakharov, Y.A. OTV Optimal Design,

The typical dependance of Mashinostroenie. Moscow, 1984, p. 174.

transfer time and specific impulse on

delivery cost (in units of launch cost) 5. Zakharov, Y.A., etc. Electric

are shown in figure 6,7. Propulsion OTV Design, Mashinostroenie,
Moscow, 1990, p. 224.

Figure 8a,b shows the

typical dependances of the objective
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